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OVERVIEW

1 Introduction

The purpose of this Tariff Structure Statement (TSS) 
is to explain to customers and stakeholders how 
TasNetworks’ network tariffs have been developed to 
recover the revenue allowed by the Australian Energy 
Regulator (AER). This document is for the five-year 
regulatory control period 2024-2029, beginning 
1 July 2024 and ending 30 June 2029. This document 
should be read together with TasNetworks’ Tariff 
Structure Explanatory Statement (TSES).1

1.1 Standard Control Services

Standard control services (SCS) refers to services 
that are relied on by most (if not all) customers and 
include the provision of complex connections to our 
distribution network. The revenue that TasNetworks 
generates from providing these services is capped by 
the AER for the five-year regulatory period.

The annual revenue is recovered through our general 
network charges (network tariffs), and enables the 
building, running and maintenance of the electricity 
distribution network. The amount of revenue that is 
recovered each financial year through our network 
tariffs is capped by the AER.

1   The Tariff Structure Explanatory Statement is a more expansive 
document providing an explanation of our approach to setting 
and designing tariffs

Tariff structure 
statement

1.2 Alternative Control Services

Alternative control services (ACS) refers to those 
services that can be directly attributed to and/or are 
initiated by a particular customer. These services are 
subject to direct regulatory oversight where the AER 
caps the prices that can be charged or sets the input 
costs that can be used by TasNetworks to quote jobs. 
Services in this category include regulated metering 
services for small customers, network ancillary services 
and public lighting. Further information on our ACS 
can be found in TasNetworks Combined Proposal 
Attachment 18 Ancillary control services.

Tariff structure statement
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GLOSSARY

Term or Abbreviation Description
ACS Alternative control services

AEMC Australian Energy Market Commission

AEMO Australian Energy Market Operator

AER Australian Energy Regulator

AIC Average incremental cost

Augmentation Investment in new network assets to meet increased demand

Capacity The amount of electrical power that a part of the network can carry

Capital contributed works Works for which the customer(s) contribute towards the cost of supplying the 
services and/or assets. Typically resulting from the customers being the sole 
consumer of the services and/or asset

CBD Central business district

Contestability Customer choice of electricity or related service supplier 

Controlled load The DNSP controls the hours in which the supply of electricity is made available

Cost reflective pricing Pricing which is indicative of the true cost of supplying or providing a service

DAPR Distribution Annual Planning Report

Demand Electricity consumption at a point in time

Demand Management The ability for DNSPs to constrain customers demand at critical times and attempt 
to modify customer behaviour

CER (previously  
referred to as DER)

Customer energy resources, e.g., solar PVs, batteries, electric vehicles

Distribution network The assets and services that carry the electricity conveyed from generators by 
the high voltage transmission system and deliver it to individual consumers at the 
lower voltages to operate lighting, heating, appliances, and industrial equipment.

DNSP Distribution network service provider e.g., TasNetworks

DPPC Designated Pricing Proposal Costs, also referred to a transmission use of service 
(TUOS)

DUoS Distribution Use of System. The utilisation of the distribution network in the 
provision of electricity to distribution customers. 

ESOO Electricity Statement of Opportunities – prepared by AEMO

EV Electric vehicle

FiT Feed-in-tariff

GWh Gigawatt hour

HV High voltage

ITC Individual Tariff Calculation. Refers to a network tariff class for a small number of 
large commercial and industrial customers whose circumstances are such that 
assignment to an averaged network tariff would not be cost reflective, giving rise 
to the application of individually calculated network tariffs

kV, kVA Kilovolt, Kilovolt ampere

kW, kWh Kilowatt, Kilowatt hour

LRMC Long run marginal cost. The additional cost of providing one increment in service 
over the long run

LV Low voltage

NEM National Electricity Market

Network tariff Network price components and conditions of supply for a tariff class

Network tariff class A class of retail customers for one or more direct control services who are subject 
to a particular tariff or class of tariffs with similar electricity demand and usage

NER, or the Rules National Electricity Rules
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Term or Abbreviation Description
NMI National Meter Identifier

This is the unique identifier for every connection between the customer and the 
distribution network

NMI National Metering Identifier

NUoS Network Use of System. Reflects the combination of DUoS and TUoS as the 
utilisation of the total electricity network in the provision of electricity to 
consumers

MVA Megavolt-ampere

MW, MWh Megawatt, Megawatt hour

PV Photo Voltaic. Solar PV panels

Price signal Information conveyed to end users of electricity via the prices charged for a 
network service, which provides a signal about the true cost of providing a service 
and/or the value to the customer of that service, which influences their decisions 
about the use of the service

PRWG TasNetworks’ Policy and Regulatory Working Group

Retailer A business that buys electricity from generators, packages it with the network 
services (for transportation of the electricity) and sells it to consumers/end users

SCS Standard control service

TEC Total efficient cost

ToU Time of use

Transmission network The assets and services that enable large generators, e.g., windfarms, hydro-
electric power stations, to transmit the high voltage electrical energy they produce 
to population centres and major industrial users of electricity

TSES Tariff structure explanatory statement

TSS Tariff structure statement

TUoS Transmission Use of System. Charges for the utilisation of the transmission 
network, also referred to a Designated Pricing Proposal Costs (DPPC)

Unmetered supply A connection to the distribution system which is not equipped with a meter and for 
which the consumption of electricity is estimated, e.g., public lights, traffic lights, 
phone boxes are not normally metered

VPP Virtual power plant

Tariff structure statement
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STANDARD CONTROL SERVICES

2 Tariff classes and allocations

This section will demonstrate compliance with the following sections 
of the NER: Section ref 
6.18.1A(a) A tariff structure statement of a Distribution Network Service Provider must 

include the following elements:

(1)  the tariff classes into which retail customers for direct control services will 
be divided for the relevant regulatory control period.

2

For the 2024-2029 regulatory control period, TasNetworks proposes to streamline its tariff classes to address the 
rule requirements and pricing principles in a more efficient manner.

Table 2 summarises and compares the proposed tariff class structures against the tariff class structures used in the 
2019-2024 regulatory control period. Clauses 6.18.32 and 6.18.43 of the NER provided the guiding principles for 
proposing the new tariff class structure (refer to section 4.2).

Table 2. Tariff class structure

2024-2029 regulatory control period
Proposed tariff classes

2019-2024 regulatory control period
Tariff classes

Low voltage residential Residential low voltage

Uncontrolled energy

Controlled energy

Low voltage small business Small business low voltage

Irrigation Irrigation

Low voltage large business Large business low voltage

High voltage large business Large business high voltage

Individual tariff calculation

Unmetered supplies Unmetered supply

Street lighting

The following assessment and review of the existing tariff classes have been undertaken to determine the 
appropriateness of refining our tariff classes.

2 Refer to section 4 of this TSS for compliance with Clause 6.18.3 of the NER

3 Refer to section 5 of this TSS for compliance with Clause 6.18.4 of the NER
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Integration of the controlled and uncontrolled load tariff classes into the residential tariff class

The controlled low voltage tariff with afternoon boost (TAS61) is used by the majority of controlled load customers 
and has already been made obsolete. It is TasNetworks’ intention to make the uncontrolled low voltage heating tariff 
(TAS41) obsolete for the next regulatory period. 

The load profiles of the controlled and uncontrolled load customer groups closely resemble the profile of residential 
customers with a distinct morning and afternoon/evening peak.4 Additionally, including the controlled and 
uncontrolled load tariffs in the residential tariff class better aligns with TasNetworks’ modelling framework, Total 
Efficient Cost (TEC) allocations and cross-subsidies.

As we continue our transition towards cost reflectivity, the uncontrolled tariff will not be able to be used in 
conjunction with our cost-reflective tariffs however, our controlled night-time tariff (TAS63) is able to be used with 
our cost reflective tariffs. 

Inclusion of the individual tariff calculation in the high voltage tariff class

There are currently 10 customers that are assigned to the Individual Tariff Calculation (ITC) tariff class. It is 
TasNetworks’ strategy to align these customers’ tariffs with the business high voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA) 
(TAS15) over time and to not offer new ITC arrangements where connection arrangements are consistent with other 
tariff class arrangements.

Current ITC customers were assigned to the ITC tariff based on their original connection arrangements, however 
they are mostly large industrials whose load characteristics closely resemble other high voltage business customers 
connected to the business HV kVA specified demand tariff (TASSDM) and the business high voltage kVA specified 
demand (>2 MVA) (TAS15) tariff.5

Combining the unmetered and street lighting tariff classes into unmetered supplies

Both the unmetered and the unmetered street lighting tariff classes currently comprise a single tariff each. Their 
unmetered connections are similar in nature and connected installations on both tariffs have relatively constant load 
profiles.6

4 NER Clauses 6.18.4(a)(1)(i),6.18.4(a)(2)

5 NER Clauses 6.18.4(a)(1)(i),6.18.4(a)(2)

6  NER Clauses 6.18.4(a)(1)(i),6.18.4(a)(2)

Tariff structure statement
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3 Approach to setting tariffs

This section will demonstrate TasNetworks’ compliance  
with the following sections of the NER:

Section 
reference 

6.18.1A(a) A tariff structure statement of a Distribution Network Service Provider must 
include the following elements:

(5)  a description of the approach that the Distribution Network Service Provider 
will take in setting each tariff in each pricing proposal of the Distribution 
Network Service Provider during the relevant regulatory control period in 
accordance with clause 6.18.5.

3.1

6.18.1A(b) A tariff structure statement must comply with the pricing principles for direct 
control services.

3.2

6.18.5(a) The network pricing objective is that the tariff that TasNetworks charges 
in respect to its direct control services to a retail customer should reflect 
TasNetworks' efficient costs of providing the services to the retail customer.

3.2

6.18.5(b) Subject to paragraph (c), a Distribution Network Service Provider’s tariffs must 
comply with the pricing principles set out in paragraphs (e) to (j):

3.3 to  
3.8

6.18.5(e) For each tariff class, the revenue expected to be recovered must lie on or 
between:

(1)  an upper bound representing the stand along cost of serving the retail 
customers who belong to that class

(2)  a lower bound representing the avoidable cost of not serving those retail 
customers. 

3.3

6.18.5(f) Each tariff must be based on the long run marginal cost of providing the service 
to the retail customers assigned to that tariff.

3.4

6.18.5(g) The revenue expected to be recovered from each tariff must:

(1)  reflect Distribution Network Service Provider’s total efficient costs of serving 
the retail customers assigned to that tariff

(2)  when summed, the revenue expected to be received from all other 
tariffs permit the Distribution Network Service Provider to recover the 
expected revenue for the relevant services with the applicable distribution 
determination for the Distribution Network Service Provider

(3)  comply with sub-paragraphs (1) and (2) in a way that minimises distortions 
to the price signals for efficient usage of the relevant service that would 
result from tariffs that comply with the pricing principle set out in  
paragraph (f).

3.5

6.18.5(h) A Distribution Network Service Provider must consider the impact on retail 
customers of changes in tariffs from the previous regulatory year and may 
vary tariffs from those that comply with paragraphs (e) to (g) to the extent the 
Distribution Network Service Provider considers reasonably necessary having 
regard to:

(1)  the desirability for tariffs to comply with the pricing principles referred to in 
paragraphs (f) and (g), albeit after a reasonable period of transition (which 
may extend over more than one regulatory control period)

(2)  the extent to which retail customers can choose the tariff to which they are 
assigned

(3)  the extent to which retail customers are able to mitigate the impact of 
changes in tariffs through their decisions about usage of services.

3.7

Tariff structure statement
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This section will demonstrate TasNetworks’ compliance  
with the following sections of the NER:

Section 
reference 

6.18.5(i) The structure of each tariff must be reasonably capable of:

(1)  being understood by retail customers that are or may be assigned to that 
tariff or 

(2)  being directly or indirectly incorporated by retailers or Market Small 
Generation Aggregators.

having regard to information available to the Distribution Network Service 
Provider, which may include:

(3) the type and nature of those retail customers

(4)  the information provided to, and the consultation undertaken with, those 
retail customers

(5)  the information provided by, and consultation undertaken with, retailers and 
Market Small Generation Aggregators.

3.8

6.18.6 The side constraint on tariffs related to the provision of standard control 
services must not exceed the permissible percentage.

3.6

11.141.13(a)(1) For each proposed export tariff, the basic export level or the manner in which 
the basic export level will be determined.

Not 
applicable7

3.1 Approach to setting network tariffs8

When setting tariffs, TasNetworks must comply with the pricing principles for direct control services set out in the 
National Electricity Rules (NER). The network pricing objective9 requires that our network tariff charges should reflect 
our efficient costs10 of providing these services to our customers.

To ensure we minimise price shocks for retail customers, TasNetworks is, over time, working towards recovering the 
efficient costs for customers on each of our tariffs – this involves removing existing cross-subsidies within the tariff 
suite in a manner that is sustainable, equitable, and fair to all customers. 

Certain price relativities have been established between network tariffs within a tariff class. These relativities ensure 
that price changes over the 2024-2029 regulatory control period maintain the key pricing principles established with 
TasNetworks – fair, consistent and affordable (Table 3).

7 TasNetworks is not proposing export tariffs for the 2024-2029 regulatory control period.

8 NER, Clause 6.18.1A(a)(5)

9 NER, Clause 6.18.5(a)

10 NER, Clause 6.18.5(g)
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Table 3. Tariff Component Ratios for time of use tariffs as a percentage of peak

Shoulder Off-peak
Super  

off-peak

Low voltage residential time of use consumption (TAS93) - 21.0%11

Low voltage residential time of use demand (TAS87) - 33.3% -

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources 
(CER) (TAS97)

- 15.0% 0.5%

Low voltage small business time of use consumption (TAS94) 60.0% 15.0% -

Low voltage small business time of use demand (TAS88) - 33.3% -

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer 
energy resources (CER) (TAS98)

- 33.3% -

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption (TAS75) 60.0% 15.0% -

Low voltage large business time of use demand (TAS89) - 33.3%

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA) (TAS15) 60.0% 15.0% -

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) (TASSDM) 60.0% 15.0% -

In addition, energy charges on certain tariffs are aligned against other tariffs:

•  The uncontrolled low voltage heating and hot water (TAS41) network tariff still provides discounted network 
charges for hard-wired space heating and hot water. TasNetworks started rebalancing this network tariff against 
the low voltage (LV) residential general light and power (TAS31) network tariff in 2017-18 in recognition of the 
demands that heating loads place on the network. TasNetworks continues to rebalance TAS41 for each year of 
the 2024-2029 regulatory control period, where at the end of the period TAS41 is forecast to be fully rebalanced 
against TAS31.

•  The small business time of use demand distributed energy resources (DER) (TAS98) is aligned to the non-DER 
small business time of use demand tariffs (TAS88).

3.2 Compliance with the pricing principles and the network pricing objective12

The growing number of residential and small business customers with advanced meters, and the resulting increase 
in the availability of interval-based metering data, has provided TasNetworks with an opportunity to review and 
update its pricing models for the 2024-2029 regulatory control period. Our key objectives in revising our models 
was to:

• better capture where costs occur on our network

• increase our ability to fulfil TasNetworks’ obligations in relation to network tariff reform 

• respond to changes in energy use driven by the take-up of innovative technologies by customers.

Clause 6.18.1A(b) of the NER specifies that TasNetworks’ TSS must comply with the pricing principles for direct 
control services. The objective of network pricing is that the charges applying to each retail customer should reflect 
TasNetworks’ efficient cost of providing direct control services to that customer.13

Sections 3.3 to 3.8 of this TSS demonstrate how TasNetworks’ network tariffs for the 2024-2029 regulatory control 
period comply with the network pricing principles and objectives in the NER.

11  The annual alignment for the LV residential time of use consumption tariff (TAS93) increases by 0.5% each year for the 2024-2029 regulatory 
control, resulting in the annual alignment to peak of 23.0% by 2028-2029

12 NER, Clause 6.18.1A(b), 6.18.5(a)

13 NER, Clause 6.18.5(a)
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3.3 Stand-alone and avoidable costs14

Clause 6.18.5(e) requires TasNetworks’ to recover revenue for each tariff class on or between the stand-alone and 
avoidable costs of serving retail customers within each tariff class. Therefore, the stand-alone and avoidable costs 
for a tariff class must be set between the costs necessary to supply only that tariff class (i.e., a standalone price) and 
the costs that could be avoided if that tariff class were not supplied at all (i.e., avoidable cost).

Setting revenue bounds based on this principle ensures economically efficient pricing. That is, it would be inefficient 
for networks to supply customers if they were charged less than the avoidable costs, and it would be economically 
beneficial for retail customer to bypass existing infrastructure to switch to other, less efficient supply options if they 
were charged above the stand-alone cost.

Table 4 shows that TasNetworks’ stand-alone and avoidable costs comply with the requirements of clause 6.18.5(e) 
of the NER.

Table 4. Compliance of TasNetworks stand-alone and avoidable cost calculations for 2024-25

Tariff Class Avoidable Revenue Stand-alone
Compliance 

check

Residential $51,377 $201,036 $291,829 OK

Small business (LV) $11,958 $71,095 $250,531 OK

Irrigation $4,554 $9,415 $146,985 OK

Large business (LV) $1,451 $19,370 $140,217 OK

Large business (HV) $357 $12,863 $88,351 OK

Unmetered supply $26 $2,398 $167,898 OK

3.4 Long run marginal cost15

The application of the economic concept of long run marginal cost (LRMC) to network pricing is intended to ensure 
allocative efficiency: that is, customers consuming electricity up to the point where the marginal benefit to them 
of consuming an additional unit of energy (kWh, kW or kVA) equals the marginal cost of providing that extra unit 
of energy. When the price deviates from the marginal cost of supply, from an efficiency perspective the customer 
will consume either too much of the service, or not enough of the service. As such, the LRMC is a forward-looking 
concept in which changes in forecast expenditure are measured in response to changes in forecast demand. 

The purpose of LRMC is to encourage optimal use of the existing network infrastructure, while providing a signal to 
the user of the cost of adding an additional unit of the service being provided. This ultimately ensures that customers 
obtain the maximum benefit from the network that has already been constructed.

Setting our network tariffs based on the LRMC provides customers with a cost reflective price signal that encourages 
efficient electricity use and reduces inefficient augmentation of the electricity network.

3.4.1 Inputs into the long run marginal cost

The development of LRMC is informed by the following:

• TasNetworks’ ten-year program of work PoW forecasts, which includes projects that are related to:

 - augmentation of the network

 -  the proportion of replacement expenditure16 (repex) where it is established that proportion relates to 
increased demand on the network.

• ten-year demand forecasts at the distribution connection point level.

14 NER, Clause 6.18.5(e)

15 NER, Clause 6.18.5(f)

16 Refer to TasNetworks Distribution Pricing Methodology
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3.4.2 Average incremental cost methodology

TasNetworks considered three different LRMC 
methodologies – the perturbation approach, the long 
run incremental cost (LRIC) approach, and the average 
incremental cost (AIC) methodology.

Consideration to the data and modelling requirements 
was given to all approaches and the average 
incremental cost methodology was selected using the 
following formula:

LRMC = 

Present Value (new network capacity + 
marginal operating costs )

Present Value (additional demand served)

Where:

•  New network capacity is the forecast capital 
expenditure that has been categorised as being 
related to demand driven augmentation and 
replacements

•  Marginal operating costs is the additional operating 
expenditure attributable to the incremental capital 
expenditure

•  Additional demand served is the forecast 
incremental demand that can be served because of 
the above capital expenditure

•  The present value has been determined for  
ten-year forecasts of incremental capital 
expenditure, operating expenditure and demand, 
using the regulated weighted average cost of capital 
as the discount rate.

3.4.3 Compliance with the Rules

In this TSS the calculations have been carried out at 
the high voltage and low voltage levels in the network. 
The LRMC of our distribution network is summarised in 
Table 5, consistent with the requirements under Clause 
6.18.5(f) of the NER.

Table 5. Network level long run marginal cost

Network level LRMC  
$/kVA per annum

High voltage $56.47

Low voltage $121.15

3.5 Total efficient costs17

TasNetworks has a revenue cap under which revenue 
is recovered, i.e., the maximum amount of revenue 
that can be recovered each year. Revenue is allocated 
across the tariff classes (and tariffs) according to the 
usage of retail customers of the distribution network 
levels (Table 6) involved. The total efficient cost model 
allocates our total annual revenue across our tariffs to 
reflect the cost of supplying the retail customers who 
are using each network tariff. This determines whether 
the costs generated from a customer’s (or group of 
customers’) use of the network is allocated efficiently.

Under the NER, the revenue that is expected to be 
recovered from each network tariff must reflect the 
total efficient costs of serving the retail customers 
assigned to that tariff and, when summed with the 
revenue expected from all tariffs, permit TasNetworks 
to recover the expected revenue for the services.

Table 6 shows the distribution network levels and their 
expenditure drivers relative to the nature of the different 
types of customer connections. A description of each 
distribution network level, and its respective drivers, 
follows:

•  All customers use sub-transmission lines and 
zone substations and are, therefore, beneficiaries 
of these assets. Costs for these assets are typically 
driven by the demand requirements of the network 
and are, therefore, allocated on the basis of anytime 
maximum demand (ATMD)

•  High voltage lines are also used by all customers. 
The cost of these assets is allocated to our tariff 
classes using a 70/30 split between ATMD and 
consumption (kWh)

•  Distribution transformers and low voltage 
lines are used by customers on the low voltage 
distribution network only. Expenditure on these 
parts of the network is driven by a range of factors, 
including the number of customer connections and 
the uptake of consumer energy resources (CER), 
such as solar PV

•  Services and corporate costs are used by all 
customers, and these costs are allocated to 
tariff classes based on the number of customer 
connections.

17   NER, Clause 6.18.5(g)
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Considerations of customer impact have included:

•  Customers’ future use of the network and network 
transformation

•  Redesigning our residential CER tariff to make it 
more attractive to customers

•  Updating our time of use windows for our small 
business customers

•  Ensuring there is customer choice for our tariff 
classes, allowing customers to opt-out of the 
default tariff into a more suitable tariff.

Ensuring customer specific tariffs remain available to 
large, bespoke customers.

Measuring customer impact and ensuring allocative 
efficiency.

All aspects of our proposed tariff strategy have been 
discussed with our Policy and Regulatory Working 
Group (PRWG), ensuring different perspectives have 
been considered in the development of our tariffs. 
In addition, TasNetworks engaged directly with our 
customers through the DER Customer Survey to better 
understand our customers intent in investing in new 
technologies and the potential impact this investment 
will have on the network.

TasNetworks has analysed the effect of our proposed 
residential time of use consumption CER (TAS97) 
network tariff against our existing tariffs and how 
change customer behaviour could impact on 
customers’ network charges. In addition, the proposed 
changes to our small business time of use consumption 
network tariff (TAS94) have been assessed against 
different types of businesses, e.g., hospitality, 
education, shops etc, to ensure that particular business 
types were not adversely affected by changing the time 
of use windows and the resultant rebalancing of the 
tariff.

Our TSES provides in depth analysis and explanations 
of customer impact analysis resulting from our 
network tariff proposal for the 2024-2029 regulatory 
control period. We contend our proposal strikes the 
right balance between improving price signals for 
customers, providing customer’s network tariff choice, 
and fostering innovation, while ensuring efficient use 
of the network and taking into consideration the bill 
impact for our customers. 

TasNetworks will continue to closely monitor how 
effective its tariffs are throughout the 2024-2029 
regulatory control period, and in particular through 
the annual pricing process. It is important for tariffs to 
be cost-reflective and recover the appropriate level of 
revenue. This may be challenging to balance with the 
emergence of CER technologies over future regulatory 
control periods.

3.7.1 Residential customer behaviour analysis

TasNetworks undertook detailed scenario analysis to 
reflect changing customer behaviour resulting from 
customer investment in CER technology using the 
indicative 2024-25 prices (refer section 10.3 of the 
TSES). 

The detailed analysis within the TSES demonstrates 
that household customers have significant potential to 
reduce network bills through technology. Technology 
can be used to effectively manage how electricity is 
consumed from the network, without requiring people 
to change how they live their day-to-day lives. In 
particular, a combination of household batteries and 
PV with time of use tariffs (especially the proposed 
CER tariff) can work hand-in-hand to reduce annual 
network costs. This analysis demonstrated that 
customers with solar PV and batteries (with network 
demand consumption of ~6,000 kWh) could save up 
to $223 per year (26 per cent) compared to a customer 
on a flat tariff and base consumption of ~7,600 kWh 
(the total household consumption would be the same 
for this example however, the consumption from the 
network is lower because of generation from the  
solar PV).

Even without an optimal customer response in terms 
of utilisation of the available technology (as indicated 
above), solar PV and batteries could reduce annual 
charges by $141 (16 per cent) compared to the base 
scenario.

TasNetworks’ proposed CER tariff offers considerable 
opportunities for customers with PV and storage 
– and not just those that own an EV. TasNetworks 
expects that this tariff will be highly beneficial for 
many customers that have or are planning to invest in 
technology.

Importantly, TasNetworks’ proposed time of use tariffs 
are generally well suited to customers experiencing 
vulnerability, as demonstrated in the TSES, and are not 
expected to further contribute to the challenges being 
faces by such customers. However, it is acknowledged 
that it may be more challenging for such customers 
to fully achieve cost savings because of the barrier to 
investing in technology that may be more accessible to 
other customer groups.

Tariff structure statement
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3.7.2 Small business time of use consumption network tariff rebalancing

TasNetworks has undertaken a more detailed analysis of the impact of rebalancing the small business time of use 
consumption (TAS94) network tariff using the indicative 2024-25 prices. As discussed in section 7.3 of the TSES, 
TasNetworks is proposing a change to the small business time of use consumption (TAS94) network tariff resulting 
from reviewing the time of use windows.

The analysis in the TSES shows that the proposed changes will benefit those customers using large proportions 
of their energy during the former peak windows, by shifting these former peak periods to shoulder and off-peak 
periods. The average bill impact is projected to reduce by $104 (2.6 per cent) for shops and reduce by up to $229  
(3.6 per cent) for hospitality businesses. These changes are expected to benefit all main small industry types on 
average, as presented in section 11 of the TSES.

3.8 Network tariff components22

Network tariffs can be structured using a combination of different components. The components used by 
TasNetworks are outlined in Table 7 for each network tariff available to customers in the 2024-2029 regulatory 
control period.

Table 7. Network Tariff structures and their components23

Network tariff type Status Components Unit 
TAS93 – Low voltage residential  
time of use consumption

Default Fixed (service charge) c/day

Peak consumption c/kWh

Off-peak consumption c/kWh

TAS87 – Low voltage residential  
time of use demand

Opt-in Fixed (service charge) c/day

Peak demand c/kW/day

Off-peak demand c/kW/day

TAS97 – Low voltage residential  
time of use consumer energy 
resources (CER)

Opt-in Fixed (service charge) c/day

Peak consumption c/ kWh

Off-peak consumption c/ kWh

Super off-peak consumption c/ kWh

Excess Demand c/kW24

TAS31- Low voltage residential 
general light and power

Obsolete Fixed (service charge) c/day

Anytime consumption c/kWh

TAS41 – Low voltage uncontrolled 
energy heating and hot water 

Obsolete Fixed (service charge) c/day

Anytime consumption c/kWh

TAS63 – Low voltage controlled 
energy off-peak [night only]

Opt-in 
secondary tariff

Fixed (service charge) c/day

Anytime consumption25 c/kWh

TAS61 – Low voltage controlled 
energy off-peak with afternoon boost 

Obsolete Fixed (service charge) c/day

Anytime consumption26 c/kWh

TAS94 – Low voltage small business 
time of use consumption

Default Fixed (service charge) c/day

Peak consumption c/kWh

Shoulder consumption c/kWh

Off-peak consumption c/kWh

22   NER, Clause 6.18.5(i)

23   This table does not include the network tariffs that are proposed to be abolished (TAS92 – low voltage residential PAYG time of use and TAS101 
– low voltage residential PAYG)

24  This tariff component captures daily anytime maximum demands (ATMD) exceeding the 8.5kW demand threshold

25  Energy will only be available between 22:00 and 07:00

26  Energy will be available for a least nine hours between 20:00 and 07:00, and a further two hours between 13:00 and 16:30
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Network tariff type Status Components Unit 
TAS88 – Low voltage small business 
time of use demand

Opt-in Fixed (service charge) c/day

Peak demand c/kW/day

Off-peak demand c/kW/day

TAS98 – Low voltage small business 
time of use demand consumer energy 
resources (CER)

Opt-in Fixed (service charge) c/day

Peak demand c/kW/day

Off-peak demand c/kW/day

TAS22 – Low voltage small business 
general light and power

Obsolete Fixed (service charge) c/day

Anytime consumption c/kWh

TAS75 – Low voltage irrigation 
time of use consumption27

Opt-in Fixed (service charge) c/day

Peak consumption c/kWh

Shoulder consumption c/kWh

Off-peak consumption c/kWh

TAS89 – Low voltage large business 
time of use demand

Opt-in Fixed (service charge) c/day

Peak demand c/kVA/day

Off-peak demand c/kVA/day

TAS82 – Low voltage large business 
kVA 

Opt-in Fixed (service charge) c/day

Anytime consumption c/kWh

Anytime maximum demand c/kVA/day

TAS84T1, TAS84T2, TAS84T3, 
TAS84T4 – Low voltage embedded 
network (Tier 1 – Tier 4)

Default 
network tariff 
for embedded 
networks

Fixed (service charge) c/day

Anytime consumption c/kWh

Peak demand28 c/kVA/day

TAS15 – High voltage kVA specified 
demand (>2MVA)

and

TASSDM – High voltage kVA specified 
demand (<2MVA)

Opt-in Fixed (service charge) c/day

Peak consumption c/kWh

Shoulder consumption c/kWh

Off-peak consumption c/kWh

Specified daily demand c/kVA/day

Excess daily demand29 c/kVA

Specified daily demand connection 
charge (TAS15 only)

c/kVA/day

Excess daily demand connection 
charge (TAS15 only)

c/kVA

TAS14T1, TAS14T2 – High voltage 
embedded network (Tier 1 – Tier 2)

Default 
network tariff 
for embedded 
networks

Fixed (service charge) c/day

Anytime consumption c/kWh

Peak demand30 c/kVA/day

TASUMS – Unmetered supply general Fixed (service charge) c/day

Anytime consumption c/kWh

TASUMSSL – Unmetered supply 
public lighting

Anytime demand c/lamp  
watt/day

27  Seasonality applies to this network tariff

28  The demand component of this network tariff applies as an excess demand charge when demand exceeds 8.5kW at anytime

29   High voltage commercial kVA specified demand (<2MVA) network tariff (TASSDM) applies a 20 per cent allowable excess demand above the 
specified demand

30  The demand component of this network tariff applies as an excess demand charge when demand exceeds 8.5 kW at anytime
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4 Tariff structures, charging parameters and classes

This section will demonstrate TasNetworks’ compliance with  
the following sections of the NER:

Section 
reference 

6.18.1A(a) A tariff structure statement of a Distribution Network Service Provider  
must include the following elements:

(3) the structures for each proposed tariff

(4) the charging parameters for each proposed tariff

4.1

6.18.3(b) Each retail customer for direct control services must be a member of  
1 or more tariff classes. 

4.2

6.18.3(c) That separate tariff classes must be constituted for retail customers  
to whom standard control services are supplied.

.4.2

6.18.3(d) A tariff class must be constituted with regard to:

(1)  the need to group retail customers together on an economically efficient 
basis

(2) the need to avoid unnecessary transaction costs

4.2

4.1 Tariff structures and charging parameters

Our network tariffs are based on target tariff parameters, forecast customer numbers, and consumption and 
demand forecasts related to each tariff. To determine the target network tariff parameters, we:

a) estimate the TEC for each tariff (section 3.5)

b) estimate the LRMC for each tariff (section 3.4)

c)  calculate the required LRMC revenues for each network tariff (using the LRMC and consumption and demand 
forecasts)

d)  calculate the residual costs for each network tariff (which is the difference between the TEC and the LRMC 
revenues) and allocate these residual costs in a manner to reduce distortion to the LRMC price signals.

As noted in section 3.4, LRMC is an indicator of forward-looking costs and is used to calculate the peak demand and 
peak consumption component of each tariff. The residual costs – which represent the sunk costs on the network 
– are allocated between the service charge and the remaining variable charge(s) that make up each tariff, with the 
allocation being dependent on the characteristics of the tariff. 

It is the overall aim of TasNetworks to offer network tariffs which are cost reflective while maintaining consistent, 
sustainable, and affordable prices for our customers. Therefore, to satisfy the NER requirements that our tariffs 
be based on the LRMC and TEC, and to ensure the pricing principles are observed, our transition towards cost 
reflectivity considers price impacts on customers.

Diagram 1 shows the relationship between the TEC, LRMC and residual costs for each network tariff.
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Diagram 1. Relationship between our charging parameters

Our tariff structures described consist of some of the following charging parameters:

•  Service / capacity charge – this is a daily charge providing access to the distribution network – it provides the 
ability for the retail customer to connect to the network

•  Consumption/energy charge (c/kWh) – this is a volume charge in which retail customers are charged for the 
amount of energy they consume

•  Demand charge (KVA) – this relates to the rate energy is used – it is directly linked to the maximum demand at a 
given point in time and is set to the long run marginal cost. 

Table 8 to Table 13 shows the proposed tariff structures for the 2024-2029 regulatory control period.  
The Network Tariff Application Guide 2024-2029 document that accompanies this proposal outlines how tariffs are 
applied to retail customers in accordance with their parameters and structures.

For the purposes of these tables, Australian Eastern Standard Time31 is applicable for all time periods, and weekday 
refers to Monday through to Friday and weekend day refers to Saturday and Sunday.

31   Australian Eastern Standard Time is used due to the cost of reprogramming meters each time daylight savings begins or ends

Total Efficient Cost

Residual Costs

Peak demand/ 
consumption charge(s)

LRMC

Service Charge(s) Variable Charge(s)
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Table 8. Proposed tariff structures for low voltage residential network tariffs32 

Network  
tariff

Network 
access

Charging  
parameters Peak Shoulder Off-peak

Super  
off peak

TAS93 – Low 
voltage residential 
time of use 
consumption 
[default network tariff]

Daily service 
charge

c/day

Time of use 
consumption 
charge

c/kWh

Weekdays

07:00 to 
10:00 and 
16:00 to 

21:00


All other 

times 

TAS87 – Low 
voltage residential 
time of use 
demand

Daily service 
charge

c/day

Time of use 
demand charge

c/kW/day

Weekdays33

07:00 to 
10:00 and 
16:00 to 

21:00


All other 

times 

TAS97 – Low 
voltage residential 
time of use 
consumer energy 
resources (CER)

Daily service 
charge

c/day

Time of use 
consumption 
charge

c/kWh

Demand threshold applies when  
demand exceeds 8.5kW anytime 

Weekdays

07:00 to 
10:00 and 
16:00 to 

22:00


All other 

times

Weekdays 
and 

weekends

Midnight to 
04:00

TAS31 – Low 
voltage residential 
general light and 
power [obsolete]

Daily service 
charge

c/day

Consumption 
charge

c/kWh

Anytime

TAS41 – Low 
voltage 
uncontrolled 
energy heating and 
hot water34 [obsolete]

Daily service 
charge

c/day

Consumption 
charge

c/kWh

Anytime

TAS63 – Low 
voltage controlled 
energy off-peak 
[night only]34

Daily service 
charge

c/day

Consumption 
charge

c/kWh

 

Weekdays 
and 

weekends

Energy will 
be available 

between 
22:00 and 

07:00



TAS61 – Low 
voltage controlled 
energy off-peak 
with afternoon 
boost34 [obsolete]

Daily service 
charge

c/day

Consumption 
charge

c/kWh

 

Weekdays 
and 

weekends

Energy will 
be available 

between 
20:00 and 
07:00 and 
between 
13:00 and 

16:30



32      This table does not include the network tariffs that are proposed to be abolished (TAS92 – low voltage residential Pay As You Go (PAYG) time of 
use and TAS101 – low voltage residential PAYG)

33    The maximum demand figure applying to peak and off-peak periods during the monthly billing cycle is an average of the four highest peaks in 
demand recorded for the customer over the course of the month during the relevant peak and off-peak periods which apply to TAS87. 

34     These tariffs are companion tariffs to other tariffs in the tariff suite and may have additional restrictions for the availability of energy. To 
determine whether a companion tariff applies, refer to the Network Tariff Application Guide 2024-2029 document that accompanies this 
proposal
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Table 9. Proposed tariff parameters for low voltage small business network tariffs 

Network  
tariff

Network 
access

Charging 
parameters Peak Shoulder Off-peak

Super  
off peak

TAS94 – Low 
voltage small 
business time of 
use consumption 
[default network 
tariff]

Daily 
service 
charge

c/day

Consumption 
charge

c/kWh

Weekdays

07:00 to 10:00 
and  

16:00 to 21:00

Weekdays

10:00 to 16:00 
All other times 

TAS88 – Low 
voltage small 
business time of 
use demand

Daily 
service 
charge

c/day

Demand 
charge

c/kW/day

Weekdays35

07:00 to 10:00 
and  

16:00 to 21:00

 All other times 

TAS98 – Low 
voltage small 
business 
consumer 
energy resources 
(CER)

Daily 
service 
charge

c/day

Demand 
charge

c/kW/day

Weekdays35

07:00 to 10:00 
and  

16:00 to 21:00

 All other times 

TAS22 – Low 
voltage small 
business general 
light and power 
[obsolete]

Daily 
service 
charge

c/day

Consumption 
charge

c/kWh

Anytime

Table 10. Proposed tariff parameters for irrigation network tariffs 

Network  
tariff

Network 
access

Charging 
parameters Peak Shoulder Off-peak

Super  
off peak

TAS75 – Low 
voltage irrigation 
time of use 
consumption

Daily 
service 
charge

c/day

Consumption 
charge

c/kWh

Summer (1 Oct – 31 Mar)


Weekdays

07:00 to 22:00 
All other times 

Winter (1 Apr – 30 Sep)

Weekdays

07:00 to 22:00

Weekends

07:00 to 22:00
All other times 

35   The maximum demand figure applying to peak and off-peak periods during the monthly billing cycle is an average of the four highest peaks in 
demand recorded for the customer over the course of the month during the relevant peak and off-peak periods which apply to these network 
tariffs
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Table 11. Proposed tariff parameters for low voltage large business network tariffs 

Network 
tariff

Network 
access

Charging 
parameters Peak Shoulder Off-peak

Super  
off peak

TAS89 – Low 
voltage large 
business time 
of use demand

Daily service 
charge

c/day

Demand 
charge

c/kVA/day

Weekdays

07:00 to 10:00 
and 

16:00 to 21:00

 All other times 

TAS82 – Low 
voltage large 
business kVA 

Daily service 
charge

c/day

Demand 
charge

c/kVA/day 

and

Consumption 
charge 

c/kWh

Consumption – Anytime

Demand – Anytime

TAS84T1 
– TAS84T4 
Low voltage 
embedded 
networks (Tier 
1 – Tier 4)

[default network 
tariff for low 
voltage business 
embedded 
networks]

Daily service 
charge36

c/day

Consumption 
charge c/kWh 

and 

Demand 
charge c/kVA/
day37

Consumption – Anytime

Weekdays

07:00 to 10:00 
and  

16:00 to 21:00

  

36 Based on connection capacity

37 The demand component of this network tariff applies as an excess demand charge when demand exceeds 8.5 kW at anytime
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Table 12. Proposed tariff parameters for high voltage large business network tariffs 

Network tariff
Network 
access

Charging 
parameters Peak Shoulder Off-peak

Super  
off peak

TAS15 – High 
voltage kVA 
specified demand 
(>2 MVA)38

Daily 
service 
charge

c/day

Consumption 
charge for 
peak, shoulder 
and off-peak

c/kWh

+

Specified 
& Excess 
Demand 
charges39  
c/kVA/day

Consumption Summer (1 Oct – 31 Mar)


Weekdays

07:00 to 22:00 
All other times 

Consumption Winter (1 Apr – 30 Sep)

Weekdays

07:00 to 22:00

Weekends

07:00 to 22:00
All other times 

TASSDM – High 
voltage kVA 
specified demand 
(<2 MVA)38

Daily 
service 
charge

c/day

Consumption 
charge for 
peak, shoulder 
and off-peak

c/kWh

+

Specified 
& Excess 
Demand 
charges40  
c/kVA/day

Consumption Summer (1 Oct – 31 Mar)


Weekdays

07:00 to 22:00 
All other times 

Consumption Winter (1 Apr – 30 Sep)

Weekdays

07:00 to 22:00

Weekends

07:00 to 22:00
All other times 

TAS14T1 – 
TAS14T2 – High 
voltage embedded 
networks  
[default network tariff 
for high voltage business 
embedded networks]

Daily 
service 
charge41

c/day

Consumption 
charge c/kWh 

and 

Demand 
charge  
c/kVA/day42

Consumption – Anytime

Weekdays

07:00 to 10:00 
and  

16:00 to 21:00

  

ITC (TASCUS) network tariffs are included in the high voltage large business network tariff class and typically applies 
to customers with an electrical demand in excess of 2.0 MVA or where a customer’s circumstances in a pricing 
zone identifies the average shared network charge to be meaningless or distorted. Individually calculated customer 
network charges are determined by modelling the connection point requirements as requested by the customer or 
their agents.

Most ITC prices are based on actual transmission use of system charges for the relevant transmission connection 
point (preserving the pricing signals within the transmission charges), plus charges associated with the actual 
shared distribution network utilised for the electricity supply, along with connection charges based on the actual 
connection assets employed. This provides the greatest cost reflectivity for this type of customer and is feasible 
since the number of such customers is relatively small.

Terms and conditions for these customers are contained within individually negotiated connection agreements.

38 No later than two months prior to the commencement of a financial year, customers on this network tariff are required to reach an agreement 
about the “Specified Demand” for their electrical installation. Excess demand charges will apply where demand exceeds the specified demand

39 Excess demand charges apply to any daily maximum demand exceeding the specified demand

40 A 20 per cent allowable excess demand above the specified demand applies

41 Based on connection capacity

42 The demand component of this network tariff applies as an excess demand charge when demand exceeds 8.5kW at anytime
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Table 13. Proposed tariff parameters for unmetered supplies

Network  
tariff

Network 
access

Charging 
parameters Peak Shoulder Off-peak

Super  
off peak

TASUMS – 
Unmetered 
supply general

Daily service 
charge

c/day

Consumption 
charge

c/kWh

Anytime

TASUMSSL – 
Unmetered 
supply public 
lighting



Demand 
charge

c/lamp watt/
day 

Anytime

4.2 Tariff classes

Distribution revenue is allocated across the tariff classes according to usage of various groups of customers. All 
customers on standard control services have been assigned to the most applicable network tariff class which 
is determined based on a customer’s current and future use of the network. This enables retail customers to be 
grouped together in an economically efficient basis and avoids unnecessary transaction costs.

The following outlines our proposed network tariff class structure as set out in section 2:

• Low voltage residential

• Low voltage small business

• Low voltage irrigation

• Low voltage large business

• High voltage large business

• Unmetered supplies.

The sections below outline the descriptions for customers who may be assigned to network tariffs within these tariff 
classes. TasNetworks’ Network Tariff Application Guide 2024-2029 provides further details on how our network 
tariffs are to be applied to customers.

4.2.1 Low voltage residential tariff class

Residential tariffs are for low voltage installations that are premises wholly or principally used as private residential 
dwellings. 

4.2.2 Low voltage small business tariff class

Network tariffs within this class are for low voltage installations located on premises that are not used wholly or 
principally as private residential dwellings.

Small business customers are defined for those customers whose demand is equal to or less than 70kVA (i.e., less 
than or equal to 100 amps per phase).43

4.2.3 Low voltage irrigation tariff class

This low voltage network tariff class is for primary producers’ business installations that are used solely for the 
irrigation of crops (including pasture) and classified as ANZSIC 01.

4.2.4 Low voltage large business tariff class

The network tariffs in this class are for low voltage multi-phase installations that are not used wholly or principally 
as private residential dwellings. There are no restrictions on the use of the supply (that is, the supply may be used for 
general power, heating, storage water heating etc.) on network tariffs in this class.

Large business customers are defined for those customers whose demand is greater than 70kVA  
(i.e., greater than 100 amps per phase). 44

43   Existing tariff assignment will be grandfathered irrespective of the customer’s current demand. However, if the customer chooses to change 
their connection or their tariff, the customer must select a tariff according to their demand
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4.2.5 High voltage large business tariff class

Network tariffs in this class are for installations that take supply from the high voltage distribution network, with no 
assets owned by TasNetworks beyond the connection point. Customers must supply their own transformers and 
switchgear for installations within this network tariff class.

Metering of consumption (and demand) for an installation on this network tariff occurs at the high voltage 
connection point and requires a meter capable of recording interval data.

4.2.6 Unmetered supply tariff class

Network tariffs within this class are intended to be applied to small, low voltage, low demand installations with a 
relatively constant load profile.

These network tariffs are unmetered. For more information regarding the eligibility of an installation for this tariff and 
the calculation of network charges, see TasNetworks’ Service and Installation Rules.

5 Tariff assignment procedures and policies

This section will demonstrate compliance with the  
following sections of the NER:

Section 
reference 

6.18.1A(a) A tariff structure statement of a Distribution Network Service Provider must 
include the following elements:

(2)  the policies and procedures the Distribution Network Service Provider will 
apply for assigning retail customers to tariffs or reassigning retail customer 
from one tariff to another.

5.2

6.18.4(a) In formulating provisions of a distribution determination governing the 
assignment of retail customers to tariff classes or the re-assignment of retail 
customers from one tariff class to another, the AER must have regard to the 
following principles:

(1)  retail customers should be assigned to tariff classes on the basis of one or 
more of the following factors:

 (i).  the nature and extent of their usage or intended usage of distribution 
services

 (ii). the nature of their connection to the network

 (iii).  whether remotely-read interval metering or other similar metering 
technology has been installed at the retail customer’s premises as a 
result of a regulatory obligation or requirement

(2)  retail customers with a similar connection and distribution service usage 
profile should be treated on an equal basis

(3) 

(4)  a Distribution Network Service Provider’s decision to assign a customer to 
a particular tariff class, or to re-assign a customer from one tariff class to 
another should be subject to an effective system of assessment and review.

5.3

6.18.4(b) If the charging parameters for a particular tariff result in a basis of charge that 
varies according to the distribution service usage profile of the customer, a 
distribution determination must contain provisions for an effective system of 
assessment and review of the basis on which a customer is charged.

5.3

11.141.13(a)(2) relates to the eligibility conditions that are applicable to proposed export tariffs. Not 
applicable44

44   TasNetworks is not proposing export tariffs for the 2024-2029 regulatory control period
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5.1 Proposed network tariff assignment policy

Clause 6.18.1A(a)(2) of the NER requires that a 
TSS include the policies and procedures that the 
distribution network service provider (DNSP) will apply 
to assigning or re-assigning retail customers from one 
network tariff to another. TasNetworks is proposing the 
following network tariff assignment provisions.

Our network tariff assignment policy, is that from 
1 July 2024:

1)   The time of use consumption network tariffs for 
residential customers (TAS93) and small business 
customers (TAS94) will be the default network tariff.

2)  The following flat rate network tariffs will be made 
obsolete:45

 • TAS31 – residential general light and power

 • TAS22 – small business general light and power

 •  TAS41 – uncontrolled energy heating and  
hot water.

3)  All existing residential and small business 
customers who, as at 30 June 2024, were assigned 
to an obsolete network tariff may continue to be 
assigned to those tariffs from 1 July 2024, until such 
time as they either opt to change their network 
tariff(s) to which they are assigned, or have an 
advanced meter installed on their premises (refer to 
point 5 below).

4)  Residential and small business customers who 
move into established premises will be assigned 
to the same network tariff(s) as the previous 
occupants of those premises. This provision extends 
to any obsolete network tariffs, meaning that if the 
previous occupants of a property were assigned to 
a now obsolete network tariff the new occupant will 
be assigned to the same network tariff(s) – unless:

 a.  they opt to change the network tariff(s) to which 
they are assigned. Customers who choose to 
opt-out of obsolete network tariff(s) on or after 
1 July 2024 will not be permitted to revert to 
these obsolete network tariff(s) in the future; or 

 b.  have their meter upgraded or replaced with an 
advanced meter at their premises (refer to point 
5 below).

5)  Residential or small business customers who, on 
1 July 2024, were assigned to the obsolete network 
tariffs (TAS31, TAS41, TAS22, TAS61) that have their 
meter upgraded or replaced with an advanced 
meter (‘trigger event’) at their premises will be 
assigned to the default time of use consumption 

45   TasNetworks’ low voltage controlled energy off-peak with 
afternoon boost (TAS61) was made obsolete on 1 July 2019. The 
assignment policy from point 3 of section 5.1 onwards applies to 
TAS61, unless specifically stated otherwise. Should a customer 
wish to retain this network tariff following a trigger event (but prior 
to the conclusion of the 12-month opt-out period), customers 
would need to request that the retailer reprogram their meter 
accordingly

network tariff applicable to their tariff class (TAS93 
or TAS94) 12 months following the date of the 
trigger event. The intent of the delay is to enable 
customers to collect their time of use metering data 
to inform the customer’s choice about the retail 
and, by association, network tariffs they want to be 
supplied under in the future. Affected customers 
may choose to either:

 a.  exercise their choice of network tariff before the 
12-month delay period ends and elect to  
opt-out of the default network tariff. This means 
that the automatic reassignment to the default 
time of use consumption network tariff would 
not be processed, and customers would remain 
on their existing network tariff(s); or

 b.  nominate an alternative network tariff(s) for 
which they are eligible in accordance with 
TasNetworks’ tariff assignment policy; or 

 c.  accept the reassignment to the default time of 
use consumption network tariff applying to their 
tariff class (TAS93 or TAS94).

  At the conclusion of the 12-month data collection 
period, residential and small business customers 
who have not chosen to either opt-out, nominate 
an alternative network tariff, or accept the 
reassignment will be assigned to the default time of 
use consumption network tariff for which they are 
eligible. Once assigned to the default network tariff, 
residential and small business customers are no 
longer able to revert to any obsolete network tariffs 
to which they may have previously been assigned.

6)  All new residential and small business 
connections on or after 1 July 2024 will be assigned 
to the default time of use consumption network 
tariff applicable to their tariff class (TAS93 or 
TAS94). The customer may opt-out by requesting 
assignment to another network tariff in their tariff 
class that is not obsolete. New customers will not 
have the option of being assigned to the obsolete 
network tariffs (TAS31, TAS41, TAS22, TAS61).

7)  A residential or small business customer who 
voluntarily opts into a time of use consumption 
network tariff on or after 1 July 2024 will be unable 
to revert to any of the obsolete network tariffs 
(TAS31, TAS41, TAS22, TAS61).

8)  A residential or small business customer who installs 
an electric vehicle fast charger46 at their premises 
will be assigned to TasNetworks’ default time of 
use consumption network tariff. The customer may 
choose to opt into another  
cost-reflective network tariff but will be unable to 
choose or remain on any of the flat-rate network 
tariffs noted in point 2 above.

46   TasNetworks’ recognises the lack of visibility of EV charger 
installations and this assignment rule will be dependent on 
customers self-declaring an EV fast charger installation. An EV fast 
charger refers to a dedicated EV charger i.e., the EV is not charged 
from a regular household electricity outlet.
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In discussion with our stakeholders, we have concluded that this is the best approach to progress the transition to 
cost reflectivity while providing protection to customers who are experiencing vulnerability. Table 14 summarises the 
circumstances in which the 12-month opt-out period will be applied.

Table 14. Our proposed default tariff assignment policy for residential and small business customers

Trigger events
Retain current 
network tariff

Default 
network tariff

Cost- 
reflective  

network tariff

12-month  
opt-out  
period

Advanced meter installation  

New connection 

Opt into alternative network tariff 

Customer relocation †

EV fast charger installation  

†   Refers to the network tariff(s) applying to the property the customer moves into, rather than the network tariffs applying to the customer’s 
previous abode or business premises.

5.1.1 12-month opt-out period

The assignment to the relevant default network tariff 
is delayed by 12 months from the ‘trigger’ date e.g., 
meter installation i.e., the network tariffs applying to 
the customer’s installation before the installation of an 
advanced meter will continue to apply for another  
12 months after the change, at which point 
TasNetworks will then reassign the customer’s 
installation to the relevant default network tariff (unless 
the customer has opted-out of the reassignment). 
This proposed 12-month opt-out period provides 
customers (who have had an advanced meter installed) 
the opportunity to collect data throughout the year 
and determine whether they can take advantage of 
the change in network tariff to better manage their 
electricity costs. It also provides those customers who 
may be in vulnerable situations the opportunity to 
understand and respond to changing price signals.

At the end of the 12-month delay period applying to 
each installation that had their meter exchanged for an 
advanced meter, TasNetworks will commence charging 
the customer’s retailer for the customer’s use of the 
default network tariff, unless TasNetworks has received 
advice that the customers has opted-out. It will be up 
to the retailer to determine whether they choose to 
pass those time of use network pricing signals onto the 
customer via their retail billing process.

Any customer moving into a property part way through 
a 12-month delay before reassignment to a default 
network tariff will only remain on the network tariffs 
currently assigned to that installation for the balance of 
the 12-month delay period, unless they choose to  
opt-out of the default network tariff or opt-in to 
another network tariff(s) before the tariff reassignment 
is to take place.

Table 15 summarises our proposed network tariff 
assignment policy, where from 1 July 2024 all 
customers will remain on their existing tariffs. 
However, from 1 July 2024 new connections, and 
meter upgrades and replacements for residential and 
small business customers will result in the customer 
being assigned, by default, to the relevant time of use 
consumption tariff. However, these customers may 
choose to connect to any of the alternative tariffs upon 
request. 
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Customers whose ‘trigger event’ occurred up to and 
including 30 June 2024 will have the 2019-2024 default 
network tariff assignment policy applied to them,47 i.e., 
there will be a 12-month data collection period to allow 
customers to assess the impact of the network tariff 
change.

5.2 Tariff class assignment policies and 
procedures

Clause 6.18.4(a) of the NER requires that a TSS 
include the provisions governing the assignment or 
reassignment of retail customers to tariffs classes.

Assignment of existing retail customers to tariff 
classes at the commencement of the 2024-2029 
regulatory control period

1.  TasNetworks’ retail customers will be assigned to 
the network tariff class to which they were assigned 
immediately prior to 1 July 2024 if:

 a)  they were a retail customer prior to 1 July 2024

 b)  they continue to be a retail customer as at 
1 July 2024

  with the exception of retail customers in the 
following tariff classes – controlled energy, 
uncontrolled energy, ITC and street lighting. 
Customers who are in these tariff classes prior to 
the commencement of the 2024-2029 regulatory 
control period on 1 July 2024 will be re-assigned as 
follows:

 •  Controlled and uncontrolled tariff classes will be 
reassigned to the residential network tariff class

 •  ITC network tariff class will be reassigned to the 
large business high voltage network tariff class

 •  Street lighting network tariff class will be 
reassigned to the unmetered supply network 
tariff class.

Assignment of new retail customers to a network 
tariff class during the 2024-2029 regulatory control 
period

2.  If, after 1 July 2024, TasNetworks becomes aware 
that a person, business or organisation is to become 
a retail customer, then TasNetworks must determine 
the tariff class to which the new customer will be 
assigned.

3.  In determining the tariff class that a new retail 
customer will be assigned or re-assigned to, 
TasNetworks must take into account one or more of 
the following factors:

 c)  the nature and extent of a retail customer’s 
usage48

 d)  the nature of the retail customer’s connection to 
the network49 

47   Refer to TasNetworks’ Revised Tariff Structure Statement  
2019-2024

48   NER, Clause 6.18.4(a)(1)(i)

49   NER, Clause 6.18.4(a)(1)(ii)

 e)  whether remotely read interval metering or 
other similar metering technology has or will be 
installed at the retail customer’s premises.50

4.  In addition to the above requirements, when 
assigning or re-assigning a retail customer to a tariff 
class, TasNetworks must ensure that:

  f)  retail customers with similar connection and 
usage profiles are treated equally51

 g)  retail customers who have micro-generation 
facilities are not treated less favourably than 
retail customers with similar load profiles 
without such facilities.52

Re-assignment of existing retail customers to another 
existing or new network tariff class during the 
regulatory control period

5.  TasNetworks may reassign a retail customer to 
another network tariff class if the customer’s 
load characteristics or connection characteristics 
(or both) have changed such that it is no longer 
appropriate for that retail customer to remain 
assigned to the network tariff class to which they 
are currently assigned. To determine the tariff class 
to which the retail customer is to be re-assigned, 
TasNetworks must comply with Clauses 6.18.4(1), 
6.18.4(2) and 6.18.4(3) of the NER as well as points 3 
and 4 above.

TasNetworks initiated network tariff class assignment

6.  The assignment of customers to tariff classes and 
network tariffs is reviewed as part of the annual 
process of developing network tariffs for regulatory 
approval. We have set procedures and criteria 
to determine when it may be appropriate for a 
customer to be reassigned to a different network 
tariff class, or where the basis of a customer’s 
demand charges should be amended. This change 
is usually the result of changes in the customer’s 
energy consumption, expected maximum demand 
or connection characteristics. These procedures 
ensure the customer’s underlying network tariff is 
appropriate for their assumed usage or load profile.

Reassignment triggered by the customer or the 
customer’s retailer

7.  Customers and the customer’s retailer should 
monitor the suitability of the network charges 
applied. Where a customer or customer’s retailer 
identifies that the network tariff to which the 
customer is assigned is not suitable, they must 
advise TasNetworks of the need for re-assignment.

50   NER, Clause 6.18.4(a)(1)(iii)

51   NER, Clause 6.18.4(a)(2)

52   NER, Clause 6.18.4(a)(3)
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Obsolete tariffs

8.  An obsolete network tariff is a network tariff that 
may apply to existing TasNetworks’ customers but 
is not available to new customers. Customers who 
choose to transfer from an obsolete network tariff 
to another network tariff will lose all rights to all 
obsolete network tariffs, and the customer will be 
required to select a currently available network tariff. 
Customers may not go back to an obsolete network 
tariff once they have transferred from it.

9.  Exceptions apply when customers are moved to a 
default time of use consumption tariff as a result of 
a change in their meter (see section 5.1). Refer to 
TasNetworks’ Tariff Application Guide 2024-2029 
which is available on https://www.tasnetworks.com.
au/Poles-and-wires/Pricing/Our-prices for further 
details in relation to obsolete network charges.

Notifications

10.  If TasNetworks has initiated the re-assignment 
of a retail customer to another network tariff, 
TasNetworks must notify the customer’s retailer 
in writing of the network tariff to which the retail 
customer has been assigned or re-assigned, prior to 
the assignment or re-assignment occurring.

 a)  In the event that a customer’s retailer initiates 
the network tariff re-assignment, TasNetworks 
will notify the retailer in writing of the success 
or otherwise of the application. Where 
the application is not successful, or where 
TasNetworks has decided to assign a network 
tariff other than that proposed by the retailer, 
TasNetworks will advise the retailer of the 
reasons for that decision.

 b)  The obligation to notify a customer’s retailer 
of a tariff re-assignment does not apply if the 
customer has agreed with their retailer and 
TasNetworks that its network tariffs are to be 
billed by TasNetworks directly to the retail 
customer, in which case TasNetworks must 
notify the customer directly.

11.  If TasNetworks receives a request for further 
information about a network tariff assignment or 
reassignment from a customer, then we will provide 
such information unless we consider the requested 
information is confidential. If the customer’s 
retailer disagrees with any such confidentiality 
claim, the customer may have recourse to the 
dispute resolution procedures referred to be under 
‘Objections’.

12.  The notification to the customer’s retailer must 
include advice informing the customer’s retailer 
that they may request further information from 
TasNetworks and that the retail customer may 
object to the proposed re-assignment. TasNetworks 
will encourage retailers to request further 
information or clarification of network tariff re-
assignment decisions before lodging objections.

13.  The customer’s retailer is wholly responsible for 
conveying the correct information to TasNetworks 
and communicating any further requests and 
decisions made by TasNetworks to the customer.

14.  The notice to the customer’s retailer must:

 a)  include a copy of TasNetworks’ internal 
procedures for reviewing objections and a link 
to where they can find such information on our 
website

 b)  inform the customer’s retailer that if an objection 
is not resolved to their satisfaction then they 
are entitled to escalate the matter to the Energy 
Ombudsman Tasmania

 c)  advise the customer’s retailer that if their 
objection is not resolved to their satisfaction 
after escalating the matter to the Energy 
Ombudsman Tasmania, then they are entitled 
to seek a decision by the AER via the dispute 
resolution process available under Part 10 of the 
National Electricity Law.

Objections

15.  The following steps will be applied as part of the 
objection process:

 a)  Retailers must submit an objection in writing 
to regulation@tasnetworks.com.au. Retailers 
should make reference to their customer’s load, 
connection and metering characteristics as part 
of the tariff re-assignment objection

 b)  TasNetworks must review the objection, 
including any documentation provided. 
TasNetworks must assess if the original decision 
complies with this policy and regulatory 
obligations and must take into consideration 
any supporting evidence and documentation 
provided

 c)  Within 20 business days of receiving the 
objection, TasNetworks must notify, in writing, 
the customer’s retailer and, where appropriate, 
the customer, of the outcome of the review 
and any reasons for accepting or rejecting the 
objection. If TasNetworks believes the objection 
review process will exceed 20 business days, 
TasNetworks must advise the retailer, and where 
appropriate, the customer accordingly.
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16.  If a customer’s retailer’s objection to a tariff 
assignment or re-assignment is upheld:

 a)  If the objection is received within 20 business 
days from the date the retailer was advised of 
the original network tariff assignment or  
re-assignment decision, TasNetworks must 
apply the changes from the last actual meter 
read date prior to the network tariff application.

 b)  If the objection is received after 20 business days 
from the date the retailer was advised of the 
original network tariff assignment or  
re-assignment decision, TasNetworks must 
apply the changes from the last actual read date 
prior to the date the objection was received by 
TasNetworks.

 c)  If TasNetworks requests further information 
from the retailer pertaining to the objection 
application, and such information is not 
provided within 20 business days from the date 
requested, TasNetworks must apply the changes 
following a subsequently successful objection 
from the last actual read date prior to the date 
the additional requested information is received.

17.  Any adjustments to the network tariff charges billed 
to retailers, or directly to customers, because of an 
objection to an assignment or re-assignment being 
upheld, must be made by TasNetworks as part of 
the normal billing process.

18.  If an objection to a tariff assignment or  
re-assignment made by a customer’s retailer is 
upheld by the relevant body noted in points 14(b) 
and 14(c) above, then any adjustment which needs 
to be made to tariffs will be done by TasNetworks 
at the commencement of the next billing period 
for the customer or the originally notified date, 
whichever is the later.

5.3 Principles governing assignment or  
re-assignment of retail customers to tariff 
classes

Clause 6.18.4 for the NER sets out the principles 
governing the assignment or re-assignment of retail 
customers to tariff classes.

Assessments of the tariff class to which a retail 
customer is assigned are based on the:

•  nature of the customer’s usage, i.e., whether they 
are a residential or business customer

•  customer’s connection to the distribution network, 
i.e., whether they are connected to the LV or HV 
network

•  usage profile for customers, for example, how 
customers consume energy.

The NER also require that retail customers with similar 
connection and distribution service usage profiles 
should be treated on an equal basis and that any 
network tariff assignment or re-assignment be subject 
to an effective system of assessment and review.

As noted in section 2, TasNetworks has reviewed its 
tariff classes for the 2024-2029 regulatory control 
period and has amended its network tariff class 
structure to better reflect the nature and usage of the 
distribution network by customers.

5.4 Impact of tariff assignment and reassignment 
on customers

The assignment or re-assignment of a retail customer 
to a particular network tariff does not necessarily 
translate to a change in the electricity retail tariff 
applying to that customer. This is because, rather 
than billing customers directly, TasNetworks charges 
electricity retailers for their customers’ access to and 
use of the network.

The assignment or re-assignment of a retail customer 
to a network tariff determines what we charge retailers 
when we bill them for a customer’s connection and the 
delivery of electricity. The charge retail customers see 
on their bills reflect how the retailer packages its costs 
for particular customers, including generation costs, 
network charges and the retailer’s costs.

Re-assigning a customer to a different network 
tariff may not change the retail tariff applying to the 
customer, unless the retailer’s tariff is underpinned by 
the network tariff.
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6 Export tariff transition strategy 

This section will demonstrate TasNetworks’ compliance with  
the following sections of the NER:

Section 
reference 

6.18.1A(a) A tariff structure statement of a Distribution Network Service Provider must 
include the following elements:

6

(2A) a description of the strategy or strategies the Distribution Network 
Service Provider has adopted, taking into account the pricing 
principle in clause 6.18.5(h), for the introduction of export tariffs 
including where relevant the period of transition (export tariff 
transition strategy)

TasNetworks has incorporated the AER’s Export Tariff 
Guidelines in preparing this export tariff transition 
strategy, particularly page 6 which sets out the AER’s 
key expectations with respect to the transition strategy 
for those distributors that are proposing two-way 
pricing and those that are not proposing two-pricing 
for the upcoming regulatory control period.

Tasmania has a relatively low penetration of solar 
PV installations compared to other jurisdictions and 
TasNetworks has not yet experienced widespread 
issues relating to the export of solar PV generation to 
the network.

While solar PV capacity is expected to grow throughout 
the 2024-2029 regulatory control period and beyond, 
at this stage TasNetworks does not expect this to 
result in material issues (relating to the export of solar 
PV generation) that will drive network expenditure. 
This is because solar PV generation will in large part 
be absorbed by storage (for later use, such as in peak 
times) and increasingly by electric vehicles. Tasmania 
has a comparatively stable minimum (and base) 
demand, which is discussed further in section 6.4 of the 
TSES.

On this basis, TasNetworks is not proposing to 
introduce export tariffs in the 2024-2029 regulatory 
control period. 

To inform whether TasNetworks will seek to propose 
and establish export tariffs in future regulatory control 
periods, beyond the 2024-2029 regulatory control 
period, TasNetworks will continue to assess the intrinsic 
hosting capacity throughout the network in the context 
of projections for CER installations – generation 
storage, and electric vehicles – all of which will 
influence how the hosting capacity is consumed. This 
will inform whether CER exports are expected to drive 
increased network costs in the future and therefore 
whether there is a strong rationale to incorporate 
export tariffs in the Tasmanian context. It is considered 
to be important to distinguish between localised and 
more general issues with respect to CER exports and 
network hosting capacity.

Should there be a rationale to incorporate export 
tariffs based on a limited intrinsic hosting capacity 
and projections, TasNetworks expects that it would 
undertake relevant tariff trials prior to formally 
proposing export tariffs to the AER. Trials are a critical 
input as they can test customer responsiveness and 
sentiments on a smaller scale, and enable feedback and 
refinements to be made before implementing tariffs for 
the entire customer base. TasNetworks will also review 
the findings from other distributors in their respective 
export tariff trials in the Tasmanian context. No export 
tariff trials are currently planned for the 2024-2029 
regulatory control period but the need to undertake 
export tariff trials will continue to be assessed 
throughout the period.

Further, TasNetworks will incorporate customer and 
stakeholder feedback in any future design of export 
tariffs in the Tasmanian context, and will consider 
alternative ways of achieving desirable outcomes – 
such as through revised time of use tariffs. TasNetworks 
understands that there are many ways of signalling a 
more favourable utilisation of the network to customers 
and these levers need to be tested in the context of 
stakeholder support in planning our future strategy. 
TasNetworks will continue to work through the PRWG 
to engage with stakeholders in relation to two-way 
pricing in the future.
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ALTERNATIVE CONTROL SERVICES

7 Alternative control services

The TSS provisions in the Rules apply to direct control services,53 which comprise SCS and ACS. The purpose of this 
section of the TSS is to address the Rule requirements in relation to ACS.

ACS include regulated metering services for small customers,54 public lighting and ancillary services (quoted services 
and fee-based services).

7.1 Tariff classes for alternative control services

This section addresses TasNetworks’ compliance with the requirement in the NER for DNSPs to set out in their TSS 
the tariff classes applying to direct control services.

NER clause TSS requirement
Section 

reference
6.18.1A(a)(1) A tariff structure statement of a Distribution Network Service Provider must 

include the tariff classes into which retail customers for direct control services will 
be divided for the relevant regulatory control period.

7.1

6.18.3 Each retail customer for direct control services must be a member of one or more 
tariff classes and separate tariff classes must be established for retail customers 
who receive standard control services55 and alternative control services.

A tariff class must be constituted with regard to grouping retail customers 
together on an economically efficient basis and avoiding unnecessary transaction 
costs.

7.1

Our tariff classes for ACS reflect the nature of the services provided, with similar services being grouped together. 
This approach is economically efficient, in that the tariffs reflect the cost of the services and the characteristics of the 
customer using the service do not impact the cost of the service. Table 16 defines each of our tariff classes for ACS, 
which are consistent with those approved by the AER for the 2019-2024 regulatory control period.

Table 16. Tariff classes for alternative control services

Tariff class Definition
Metering Metering services are those services provided with respect to the provision, installation 

and maintenance of standard meters installed prior to December 2017 and the 
associated services provided to retail customers.

This includes the metering services provided to small customers (using type 6 and type 
7 meters) in our role as metering provider and meter data provider.

Public lighting Public lighting services are those services provided with respect to:

• the provision, construction, and maintenance of our public lighting assets

• the maintenance of public lighting assets owned by customers (contract lighting). 

This includes the provision, construction, and maintenance of new and/or emerging 
public lighting technology services.

Ancillary services –  
Fee based services

Fee based services are provided for the benefit of a single customer rather than 
uniformly supplied to all customers. These services are provided at the request of a 
third party and are typically initiated by way of a service request received from a retailer. 
Fee based services include the provision of basic connections to the network.

53   NER, Clause 6.18.1

54   Type 6 and 7 meters

55   Refer to section 4 for tariff structures relating to standard control services
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Tariff class Definition
Ancillary services – 
Quoted services

Quoted (non-standard) services are those services where the nature and scope of the 
service is specific to individual customer needs and varies from customer to customer. 
Consequently, the cost of providing the services cannot be estimated without first 
knowing the customer’s specific requirements. It is not possible therefore, to set 
generic fixed fees in advance for these services.

Requests for quoted services may be received from a customer or from a retailer on 
behalf of a customer.

7.2 Approach to setting tariffs

This section sets out TasNetworks’ compliance with the NER regarding TSS and the pricing of direct control services.

NER clause TSS requirement
Section 

reference
6.18.1A(a)(5) A tariff structure statement must include a description of the approach that 

TasNetworks will take in setting each tariff in each pricing proposal during the 
2024-2029 regulatory control period.

7.2

6.18.1A(b) A tariff structure statement must comply with the pricing principles for direct 
control services.

7.2

6.18.5(a) The network pricing objective is that the tariffs that TasNetworks charges in 
respect of its provision of direct control services to a retail customer should 
reflect TasNetworks’ efficient costs of providing those services to the retail 
customer.

7.2

7.2.1 Metering, public lighting and ancillary services (fee-based services)

Metering, public lighting, and ancillary services price caps are calculated for each year of a regulatory control period 
using a price control mechanism approved by the AER (see TasNetworks Combined Proposal Attachment 16 Control 
mechanisms).

7.2.2 Ancillary services – quoted services

The cost to the customer of quoted services is built-up based on the cost of the inputs to the particular service, 
that is, labour time and rates, materials, contractors and other costs,56 with overheads apportioned to the work. 
TasNetworks is also required to include the income tax liability incurred by TasNetworks in relation to the provision 
of electricity connection assets involving cash contributions and/or gifted assets from customers. This cost buildup 
reflects the steps required to set prices for the diverse range of activities provided as quoted services.

The labour rates used in determining quoted services pricing are set out in the Indicative Pricing Schedule in 
Appendix B.

56   Includes regulated margin and tax due in relation to customer contributions.
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Appendix A – Indicative pricing schedule for standard control services

Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2024-25 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 70 649 16 918 3 552

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 71 885 29 576 9 848

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 70 649 17 764 2 665 0 089 25 140

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 64 624 8 859

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 7 985 7 251

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 15 215 1 499

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 15.215 1.736

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 64.624 8.859

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 84 518 16 499 9 718 2 385

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 93 478 67 970 22 634

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 93 478 67 970 22 634

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 64.255 10.150

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 309 290 12 591 7 555 1 889

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 625 001 51 928 17 292

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 443 665 2 759 39 650

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 591 300 6 747 33 193

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2        2,365 100 6 747 33 193

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3        6,208 500 6 747 33 193

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4     11,825 600 6 747 33 193

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA)(3) Large business HV TAS15 3,677 200 1 139 0 683 0 171 11 598 57 990 0 422 2 110

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 447 951 1 304 0 783 0 196 23 506 235 060

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 16 398 5 568 15 471

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 43 728 5 568 15 471

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 64 255 11 894

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 133

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

(3) Additional locational TUOS demand charges apply

Specified charge 
(c/kVA/day)

Tariff class Tariff codeIndicative prices for network use of service 
(NUoS)

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day)
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2024-25 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 70 649 12 949 2 719

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 71 885 24 067 8 014

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 70 649 13 596 2 039 0 068 20 457

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 64 624 6 760

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 7 985 5 152

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 15 215 1 028

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 15.215 1.145

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 64.624 6.760

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 84 518 13 117 7 726 1 896

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 93 478 55 586 18 510

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 93 478 55 586 18 510

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 64.255 8.051

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 309 290 9 558 5 735 1 434

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 625 001 32 840 10 936

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 443 665 2 137 25 986

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 591 300 5 226 21 754

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2        2,365 100 5 226 21 754

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3        6,208 500 5 226 21 754

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4   11,825 600 5 226 21 754

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA) Large business HV TAS15 3,677 200 1 139 0 683 0 171 11 598 57 990 0 422 2 110

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 447 951 0 371 0 223 0 056 19 852 198 520

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 16 398 1 585 13 066

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 43 728 1 585 13 066

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 64 255 8 929

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 104

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

Tariff class Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand    (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 

(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for distribution use of service 
(DUoS)

Tariff structure statement
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2024-25 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 3 969 0 833

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 5 509 1 834

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 4 167 0 625 0 021 4 683

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 2 099

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 2 099

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 0 471

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 0.591

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 2.099

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 3 382 1 992 0 489

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 12 384 4 124

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 12 384 4 124

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 2.099

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 3 033 1 820 0 455

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 19 088 6 356

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 0 622 13 664

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 1 521 11 439

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2 1 521 11 439

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3 1 521 11 439

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4 1 521 11 439

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA) Large business HV TAS15

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 0 933 0 560 0 140 3 654 36 540

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 3 983 2 405

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 3 983 2 405

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 2 965

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 029

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

Specified charge 
(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for transmission use of service 
(TUoS) Tariff class Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day)

Tariff structure statement
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2025-26 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 77 361 18 167 3 906

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 78 714 31 853 10 607

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 77 361 19 075 2 861 0 095 27 075

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 70 763 9 295

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 8 744 8 089

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 16 660 1 595

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 16.660 1.849

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 70.763 9.295

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 92 547 17 816 10 493 2 575

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 102 358 73 618 24 515

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 102 358 73 618 24 515

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 70.359 10.778

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 338 673 13 855 8 313 2 079

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 693 751 56 033 18 659

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 492 468 2 979 42 883

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 639 300 7 602 33 193

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2        2,557 000 7 602 33 193

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3        6,712 200 7 602 33 193

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4     12,785 200 7 602 33 193

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA)(3) Large business HV TAS15 4,081 700 1 234 0 740 0 185 12 709 63 545 0 462 2 310

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 497 226 1 428 0 857 0 214 25 791 257 910

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 17 688 6 108 15 471

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 47 168 6 108 15 471

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 70 359 12 642

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 146

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

(3) Additional locational TUOS demand charges apply

Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 

(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for network use of service 
(NUoS) Tariff class

Tariff structure statement
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2025-26 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 77 361 13 956 3 001

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 78 714 25 848 8 607

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 77 361 14 654 2 198 0 073 21 971

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 70 763 7 051

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 8 744 5 845

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 16 660 1 091

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 16.660 1.216

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 70.763 7.051

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 92 547 14 202 8 365 2 053

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 102 358 60 714 20 218

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 102 358 60 714 20 218

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 70.359 8.534

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 338 673 10 437 6 262 1 566

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 693 751 35 943 11 969

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 492 468 2 321 28 351

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 639 300 5 923 21 945

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2        2,557 000 5 923 21 945

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3        6,712 200 5 923 21 945

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4     12,785 200 5 923 21 945

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA) Large business HV TAS15 4,081 700 1 234 0 740 0 185 12 709 63 545 0 462 2 310

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 497 226 0 401 0 241 0 060 21 713 217 130

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 17 688 1 716 13 025

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 47 168 1 716 13 025

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 70 359 9 470

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 113

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

Tariff class Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 

(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for distribution use of service 
(DUoS)

Tariff structure statement
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2025-26 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 4 211 0 905

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 6 005 2 000

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 4 422 0 663 0 022 5 104

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 2 244

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 2 244

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 0 504

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 0.633

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 2.244

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 3 614 2 128 0 522

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 12 904 4 297

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 12 904 4 297

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 2.244

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 3 418 2 051 0 513

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 20 090 6 690

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 0 658 14 532

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 1 679 11 248

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2 1 679 11 248

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3 1 679 11 248

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4 1 679 11 248

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA) Large business HV TAS15

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 1 027 0 616 0 154 4 078 40 780

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 4 392 2 446

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 4 392 2 446

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 3 172

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 033

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

Specified charge 
(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for transmission use of service 
(TUoS) Tariff class Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day)

Tariff structure statement
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2026-27 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 84 710 19 492 4 288

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 86 192 34 269 11 411

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 84 710 20 467 3 070 0 102 29 129

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 77 485 9 781

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 9 575 8 977

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 18 243 1 698

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 18.243 1.969

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 77.485 9.781

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 101 339 19 226 11 323 2 778

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 112 082 79 687 26 536

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 112 082 79 687 26 536

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 77.043 11.455

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 370 847 15 222 9 133 2 284

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 770 064 60 419 20 119

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 546 639 3 216 46 319

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 691 000 8 524 33 193

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2        2,763 800 8 524 33 193

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3        7,255 000 8 524 33 193

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4     13,819 000 8 524 33 193

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA)(3) Large business HV TAS15 4,530 700 1 338 0 803 0 201 13 929 69 645 0 506 2 530

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 551 921 1 559 0 935 0 234 28 281 282 810

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 19 073 6 688 15 472

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 50 861 6 688 15 472

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 77 043 13 445

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 160

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

(3) Additional locational TUOS demand charges apply

Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 

(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for network use of service 
(NUoS) Tariff class

Tariff structure statement
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2026-27 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 84 710 15 045 3 310

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 86 192 27 748 9 240

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 84 710 15 797 2 370 0 079 23 586

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 77 485 7 393

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 9 575 6 589

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 18 243 1 161

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 18.243 1.294

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 77.485 7.393

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 101 339 15 388 9 063 2 224

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 112 082 66 254 22 063

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 112 082 66 254 22 063

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 77.043 9.067

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 370 847 11 384 6 830 1 708

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 770 064 39 304 13 088

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 546 639 2 524 30 973

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 691 000 6 690 22 196

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2        2,763 800 6 690 22 196

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3        7,255 000 6 690 22 196

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4     13,819 000 6 690 22 196

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA) Large business HV TAS15 4,530 700 1 338 0 803 0 201 13 929 69 645 0 506 2 530

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 551 921 0 434 0 260 0 065 23 754 237 540

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 19 073 1 861 12 995

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 50 861 1 861 12 995

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 77 043 10 068

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 124

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

Tariff class Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 

(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for distribution use of service 
(DUoS)

Tariff structure statement
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2026-27 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 4 447 0 978

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 6 521 2 171

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 4 669 0 700 0 023 5 543

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 2 388

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 2 388

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 0 537

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 0.675

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 2.388

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 3 838 2 260 0 554

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 13 433 4 473

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 13 433 4 473

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 2.388

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 3 838 2 303 0 576

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 21 115 7 031

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 0 692 15 346

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 1 834 10 997

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2 1 834 10 997

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3 1 834 10 997

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4 1 834 10 997

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA) Large business HV TAS15

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 1 125 0 675 0 169 4 527 45 270

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 4 827 2 477

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 4 827 2 477

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 3 377

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 036

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

Specified charge 
(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for transmission use of service 
(TUoS) Tariff class Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day)

Tariff structure statement
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2027-28 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 86 828 19 624 4 415

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 88 347 34 559 11 508

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 86 828 20 605 3 091 0 103 29 375

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 79 422 9 694

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 9 814 9 292

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 18 699 1 709

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 18.699 1.986

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 79.422 9.694

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 103 872 19 449 11 454 2 810

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 114 884 80 826 26 915

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 114 884 80 826 26 915

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 78.969 11.462

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 380 118 15 761 9 457 2 364

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 800 867 61 016 20 318

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 568 505 3 238 47 057

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 699 000 8 716 33 102

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2        2,795 900 8 716 33 102

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3        7,339 100 8 716 33 102

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4     13,979 300 8 716 33 102

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA)(3) Large business HV TAS15 4,711 900 1 340 0 804 0 201 14 117 70 585 0 513 2 565

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 573 998 1 639 0 983 0 246 28 943 289 430

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 19 267 6 794 15 430

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 51 378 6 794 15 430

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 78 969 13 486

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 164

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

(3) Additional locational TUOS demand charges apply

Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 

(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for network use of service 
(NUoS) Tariff class

Tariff structure statement
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2027-28 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 86 828 15 022 3 380

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 88 347 27 595 9 189

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 86 828 15 773 2 366 0 079 23 456

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 79 422 7 204

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 9 814 6 802

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 18 699 1 149

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 18.699 1.281

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 79.422 7.204

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 103 872 15 450 9 099 2 233

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 114 884 67 165 22 366

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 114 884 67 165 22 366

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 78.969 8.972

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 380 118 11 555 6 933 1 733

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 800 867 39 363 13 108

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 568 505 2 523 31 120

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 699 000 6 791 21 891

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2        2,795 900 6 791 21 891

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3        7,339 100 6 791 21 891

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4     13,979 300 6 791 21 891

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA) Large business HV TAS15 4,711 900 1 340 0 804 0 201 14 117 70 585 0 513 2 565

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 573 998 0 434 0 260 0 065 24 027 240 270

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 19 267 1 798 12 809

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 51 378 1 798 12 809

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 78 969 9 963

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 125

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

Tariff class Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 

(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for distribution use of service 
(DUoS)
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2027-28 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 4 602 1 035

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 6 964 2 319

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 4 832 0 725 0 024 5 919

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 2 490

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 2 490

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 0 560

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 0.705

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 2.490

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 3 999 2 355 0 577

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 13 661 4 549

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 13 661 4 549

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 2.490

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 4 206 2 524 0 631

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 21 653 7 210

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 0 715 15 937

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 1 925 11 211

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2 1 925 11 211

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3 1 925 11 211

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4 1 925 11 211

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA) Large business HV TAS15

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 1 205 0 723 0 181 4 916 49 160

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 4 996 2 621

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 4 996 2 621

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 3 523

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 039

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

Specified charge 
(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for transmission use of service 
(TUoS) Tariff class Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day)
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2028-29 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service 
charge

All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 88 999 19 726 4 537

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 90 556 34 783 11 583

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 88 999 20 712 3 107 0 104 29 566

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 81 408 9 599

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 10 059 9 599

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 19 166 1 715

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 19.166 1.995

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 81.408 9.599

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 106 469 19 651 11 573 2 839

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 117 756 81 914 27 278

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 117 756 81 914 27 278

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 80.943 11.462

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 389 621 16 197 9 718 2 430

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 832 902 61 576 20 505

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 591 245 3 266 47 659

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 709 100 8 875 33 193

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2        2,836 500 8 875 33 193

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3        7,445 800 8 875 33 193

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4     14,182 400 8 875 33 193

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA)(3) Large business HV TAS15 4,900 400 1 341 0 805 0 201 14 301 71 505 0 520 2 600

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 596 958 1 705 1 023 0 256 29 551 295 510

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 19 490 6 866 15 472

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 51 973 6 866 15 472

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 80 943 13 507

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 168

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

(3) Additional locational TUOS demand charges apply

Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 

(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for network use of service 
(NUoS) Tariff class

Tariff structure statement
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2028-29 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 88 999 15 052 3 462

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 90 556 27 457 9 143

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 88 999 15 805 2 371 0 079 23 338

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 81 408 7 046

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 10 059 7 046

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 19 166 1 141

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 19.166 1.272

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 81.408 7.046

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 106 469 15 566 9 167 2 250

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 117 756 68 089 22 674

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 117 756 68 089 22 674

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 80.943 8.909

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 389 621 11 650 6 990 1 748

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 832 902 39 501 13 154

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 591 245 2 548 31 579

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 709 100 6 924 21 994

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2        2,836 500 6 924 21 994

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3        7,445 800 6 924 21 994

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4     14,182 400 6 924 21 994

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA) Large business HV TAS15 4,900 400 1 341 0 805 0 201 14 301 71 505 0 520 2 600

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 596 958 0 434 0 260 0 065 24 291 242 910

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 19 490 1 746 12 718

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 51 973 1 746 12 718

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 80 943 9 894

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 126

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

Tariff class Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 

(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for distribution use of service 
(DUoS)
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2028-29 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)
Demand 
(c/lamp 

watt/day) 

Service charge All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

All 
demand

Low voltage residential time of use consumption Residential TAS93 4 674 1 075

Low voltage residential time of use demand Residential TAS87 7 326 2 440

Low voltage residential time of use consumer energy resources (CER) Residential TAS97 4 908 0 736 0 025 6 227

Low voltage residential general light and power (1) Residential TAS31 2 553

Low voltage uncontrolled energy heating and hot water (1) Residential TAS41 2 553

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak [night only] Residential TAS63 0 574

Low voltage controlled energy off-peak with afternoon boost (2) Residential TAS61 0.723

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) time of use (2) Residential TAS92

Low voltage residential pay as you go (PAYG) (2) Residential TAS101 2.553

Low voltage small business time of use consumption Small business LV TAS94 4 085 2 406 0 589

Low voltage small business time of use demand Small business LV TAS88 13 825 4 604

Low voltage small business time of use demand consumer energy resources (CER) Small business LV TAS98 13 825 4 604

Low voltage small business general  (1) Small business LV TAS22 2.553

Low voltage irrigation time of use consumption Irrigation TAS75 4 547 2 728 0 682

Low voltage large business time of use demand Large business LV TAS89 22 075 7 351

Low voltage large business kVA Large business LV TAS82 0 718 16 080

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business LV TAS84T1 1 951 11 199

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business LV TAS84T2 1 951 11 199

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 3 Large business LV TAS84T3 1 951 11 199

Low voltage embedded network - Tier 4 Large business LV TAS84T4 1 951 11 199

High voltage kVA specified demand (>2 MVA) Large business HV TAS15

High voltage kVA specified demand (<2 MVA) Large business HV TASSDM 1 271 0 763 0 191 5 260 52 600

High voltage embedded network - Tier 1 Large business HV TAS14T1 5 120 2 754

High voltage embedded network - Tier 2 Large business HV TAS14T2 5 120 2 754

Unmetered supply general Unmetered supplies TASUMS 3 613

Unmetered supply public lighting Unmetered supplies TASUMSSL 0 042

(1) It is proposed that these tariffs be made obsolete in the 2024-2029 regulatory control period

(2) These tariffs are currently obsolete

Specified charge 
(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for transmission use of service 
(TUoS) Tariff class Tariff code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day)
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The following tables contain confidential information that has been reacted for public submission.
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2025-26 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)

Service 
charge

All 
energy

Peak 
energy

Shoulder 
energy

Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak 

energy

All 
demand

Peak 
demand

Off-peak 
demand

Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily 
demand 

connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

 

 

Tariff 
code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 

(c/kVA/day)

Indicative prices for transmission use of service 
(TUoS) Tariff class
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2027-28 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)

Service 
charge

All 
energy Peak energy Shoulder 

energy
Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak energy

All 
demand Peak demand Off-peak 

demand
Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily demand 
connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

 

Demand                             (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 
(c/kVA/day)Indicative prices for network use of service 

(NUoS) Tariff class Tariff 
code

Trans. 
Node NMI

Consumption
(c/kWh)
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2027-28 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)

Service 
charge

All 
energy Peak energy Shoulder 

energy
Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak energy

All 
demand Peak demand Off-peak 

demand
Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily demand 
connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

 

Indicative prices for distribution use of service 
(DUoS) Tariff class Tariff 

code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 

(c/kVA/day)
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Indicative Network Tariff Prices for the year 2027-28 (nominal)

Fixed (c/day)

Service 
charge

All 
energy Peak energy Shoulder 

energy
Off-peak 
energy

Super off-
peak energy

All 
demand Peak demand Off-peak 

demand
Specified 
demand

Excess daily 
demand

Daily demand 
connection

Excess daily 
demand 

connection

 

 

Tariff 
code

Consumption
(c/kWh) Demand                             (c/kVA/day) Specified charge 

(c/kVA/day)Indicative prices for transmission use of service 
(TUoS) Tariff class

Tariff structure statement
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Appendix B – Indicative pricing schedule for alternative control services

Indicative Alternative Control Prices for Metering Services 2024-25

Domestic LV - Single phase $ dollars per year 16.29

Domestic LV - Multi phase $ dollars per year 33.80

Domestic LV - CT meters $ dollars per year 41.82

Business LV - Single phase $ dollars per year 16.85

Business LV - Multi phase $ dollars per year 33.70

Business LV - CT meters $ dollars per year 43.59

Other meters $ dollars per year 29.74

Metering Unit 2024-25

Tariff structure statement
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Alternative Control Prices for Public Lighting 2024-25

50W Mercury Vapour cents per day 34.35
80W Mercury Vapour cents per day 34.33
125W Mercury Vapour cents per day 37.18
250W Mercury Vapour cents per day 37.45
400W Mercury Vapour cents per day 40.78
70W Sodium Vapour cents per day 35.24
100W Sodium Vapour cents per day 39.07
150W Sodium Vapour cents per day 39.25
250W Sodium Vapour cents per day 40.53
400W Sodium Vapour cents per day 41.24
250W Sodium Vapour - Flood Light cents per day 42.04
400W Sodium Vapour - Flood Light cents per day 41.24
1x20W Fluorescent cents per day 36.24
1x40W Fluorescent cents per day 36.24
2x20W Fluorescent cents per day 36.24
2x24W Fluorescent cents per day 36.24
2x40W Fluorescent cents per day 36.24
4x40W Fluorescent cents per day 36.24
32W Compact Fluorescent cents per day 36.24
42W Compact Fluorescent cents per day 36.24
60W Incandescent cents per day 35.24
100W Incandescent cents per day 38.64
100W Metal Halide cents per day 38.35
150W Metal Halide cents per day 41.21
250W Metal Halide cents per day 40.35
400W Metal Halide cents per day 48.12
400W Metal Halide - Flood Light cents per day 40.92
LED 18 cents per day 32.43
LED 20 cents per day 46.04
LED 200 cents per day 45.26
LED 240 cents per day 45.26
LED 25 cents per day 42.68
LED 265 cents per day 41.78
LED 30 cents per day 32.49
LED 75 cents per day 40.45
LED 155 cents per day 30.94
LED 14 cents per day 31.39
LED 17 cents per day 37.20
LED 175 cents per day 40.82
LED 14 New Tech cents per day 32.01
LED 75 New Tech cents per day 40.45

Public road lights Unit 2024-25
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Alternative Control Prices for Public Lighting 2024-25

50W Mercury Vapour cents per day 14.56
80W Mercury Vapour cents per day 14.55
125W Mercury Vapour cents per day 17.04
250W Mercury Vapour cents per day 17.31
400W Mercury Vapour cents per day 18.15
70W Sodium Vapour cents per day 15.48
100W Sodium Vapour cents per day 18.52
150W Sodium Vapour cents per day 17.83
250W Sodium Vapour cents per day 18.51
400W Sodium Vapour cents per day 18.77
250W Sodium Vapour - Flood Light cents per day 18.99
400W Sodium Vapour - Flood Light cents per day 18.77
1x20W Fluorescent cents per day 14.84
1x40W Fluorescent cents per day 14.84
2x20W Fluorescent cents per day 14.84
2x24W Fluorescent cents per day 14.84
2x40W Fluorescent cents per day 14.84
4x40W Fluorescent cents per day 14.84
32W Compact Fluorescent cents per day 14.84
42W Compact Fluorescent cents per day 14.84
60W Incandescent cents per day 15.48
100W Incandescent cents per day 18.53
100W Metal Halide cents per day 18.17
150W Metal Halide cents per day 19.87
250W Metal Halide cents per day 19.06
400W Metal Halide cents per day 18.60
400W Metal Halide - Flood Light cents per day 18.60
LED 18 cents per day 9.96
LED 20 cents per day 9.96
LED 200 cents per day 10.80
LED 240 cents per day 10.80
LED 25 cents per day 9.96
LED 265 cents per day 10.80
LED 30 cents per day 9.96
LED 75 cents per day 10.39
LED 155 cents per day 10.80
LED 14 cents per day 9.96
LED 17 cents per day 9.96
LED 175 cents per day 10.80
LED 14 New Tech cents per day 9.96
LED 75 New Tech cents per day 10.39

Private Contract lights Unit 2024-25
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Alternative Control Prices for Fee Based Services 2024-25

De-ennergisationn,  rre-enerrgisationn,  sppecial  reads  and  rettaill  connttrract  termmiinationns

Site visit - no appointment - De-energisation, Re-energisation $ dollars Business hours 89.70
Site visit - no appointment - special reads $ dollars Business hours 56.70
Site visit - non scheduled visit $ dollars Business hours 148.19
Site visit - same day premium service $ dollars Business hours 206 56
Site visit - after hours $ dollars After hours 385.13
Site visit - credit actions or site issues $ dollars Business hours 161.18
Site visit - credit actions pillar box/pole top $ dollars Business hours 345.13
Site visit - current transformer (CT) metering $ dollars Business hours 151.99
Site visit - pillar box/pole top $ dollars Business hours 345.13
Site visit - pillar box/pole top - wasted visit $ dollars Business hours 202 80

Meterr  testt
Meter test - Single phase $ dollars Business hours 356.95
Meter test - Multi phase $ dollars Business hours 536.71
Meter test - current transformer (CT) $ dollars Business hours 595 34
Meter test - After hours $ dollars After hours 1,060.75
Meter test - Wasted visit $ dollars Business hours 98.78

Tee-upp
Tee-up/Appointment $ dollars Business hours 185 20
Tee-up/Appointment - after hours $ dollars After hours 832 65
Tee-up/Appointment - no truck - after hours $ dollars After hours 422 59
Traffic Control $ dollars Business hours 172 32

MMiscelllaneeouus  servicee  
Open turret $ dollars Business hours 152.78
Alteration to unmetered supply $ dollars Business hours 275 09
Meter relocation $ dollars Business hours 223 04
Administration $ dollars Business hours 50 53
Network tariff change $ dollars Business hours 9 02
Emergency maintenance contestable meters $ dollars Business hours 131 52
Emergency maintenance contestable meters after hours $ dollars After hours 441.12
Meter recovery and disposal $ dollars Business hours 124 26
Miscellaneous service $ dollars Business hours 143 83
Miscellaneous service – after hours $ dollars After hours 667 33
Miscellaneous service – wasted visit $ dollars Business hours 111.48

Coonnnnectionn  esttablliishhmmenntt  chharrges
Creation of a NMI $ dollars Business hours 45.12
Overhead service, single span - single phase $ dollars Business hours 796.96
Overhead service, single span - multi phase $ dollars Business hours 1,039.74
Underground service in turret/cabinet - single phase $ dollars Business hours 210.43
Underground service in turret/cabinet - multi phase $ dollars Business hours 273.16
Underground service with pole mounted fuse - single phase $ dollars Business hours 566 30
Underground service with pole mounted fuse - multi phase $ dollars Business hours 746 35
Basic connection – after hours $ dollars After hours 1,354 27
Connection establishment - wasted visit $ dollars Business hours 293.73

Temporary  DDiscoonnnectionn//Recoonnnectiionn
Disconnect/reconnect overhead service - single phase $ dollars Business hours 575.15
Disconnect/reconnect overhead service - multi phase $ dollars Business hours 695.90
Temporary disconnect/reconnect $ dollars Business hours 570 83
Temporary disconnect/reconnect – reconnect only $ dollars Business hours 387 55
Temporary disconnect/reconnect – after hours $ dollars After hours 1,104.44
Temporary disconnect/reconnect – wasted visit $ dollars Business hours 301 30

BBasiic  connnectioon  allterationn
Connection alteration – overhead single phase $ dollars Business hours 445 38
Connection alteration – overhead multi phase $ dollars Business hours 566.13
Connection of new consumer mains to an existing installation – underground single phase to turret $ dollars Business hours 253 50
Connection of new consumer mains to an existing installation – underground single phase to $ dollars Business hours 561 81
Connection of new consumer mains to an existing installation – underground multi phase to turret $ dollars Business hours 318.19
Connection of new consumer mains to an existing installation – underground multi phase to $ dollars Business hours 682 56
Augment single phase overhead service to multi phase supply $ dollars Business hours 1,087 83
Augment multi phase overhead service to single phase supply $ dollars Business hours 817 03
Augment single phase overhead service to underground supply (turret) $ dollars Business hours 509.96
Augment multi phase overhead service to underground supply (turret) $ dollars Business hours 690 87
Augment single phase overhead service to underground supply (TasNetworks' pole) $ dollars Business hours 670.46
Augment multi phase overhead service to underground supply (TasNetworks' pole) $ dollars Business hours 850 51

Ancillary Network Services (fee-based) Unit 2024-25Hours
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Alternative Control Prices for Fee Based Services 2024-25

Ancillary Network Services (fee-based) Unit 2024-25Hours

Basic connection alteration – after hours $ dollars After hours 1,429.96
Basic connection wasted visit $ dollars Business hours 294 81
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Alternative Control Prices for Quoted Services 2024-25

Administration $ dollars per hour Business hours 109 65
Construction Coordinator $ dollars per hour Business hours 181 64
Designer $ dollars per hour Business hours 186.94
Distribution Operator $ dollars per hour Business hours 185 39
Engineer $ dollars per hour Business hours 206.77
Field Worker $ dollars per hour Business hours 155 37
Labourer $ dollars per hour Business hours 134 32
Project Administration $ dollars per hour Business hours 109 65
Labourer (afterhours) $ dollars per hour After hours 235 07
Field Worker (afterhours) $ dollars per hour After hours 271.91
Construction Coordinator (afterhours) $ dollars per hour After hours 317 87

Labour Rates Unit Hours 2024-25
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